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These bills
hurt public
education
Kentucky’s Constitution requires the General Assembly to “provide for an efficient system of common
schools throughout the state.” The last time the state
Supreme Court found Kentucky to be in violation of
that mandate, the Legislature passed the Kentucky
Education Reform Act. By generating significant new
tax revenue, KERA funded vast improvements in
education and reduced funding disparities between
poor and wealthy districts.
Kids who’ve grown up under KERA have benefited
greatly from the prioritization of strong public
schools — as has our entire commonwealth.
Unfortunately, because we’ve allowed special interests to “dirty up” our tax code with tax breaks
since then, state dollars for education have been
waning. Deep, cumulative state cuts have forced local schools to cut staff, after-school programs and
other important investments in students. School districts have tried to mitigate some of the harm by raising local taxes to the extent possible, but overall educational progress has been stymied.
This disinvestment in public education is the
backdrop against which proposals have been filed to
siphon off additional state resources through a tax
subsidy for private schools. House Bill 205 and Senate Bill 118 do this by establishing the most generous
tax break on the books in Kentucky for contributions
made for private school scholarships.
Because our constitution prohibits the direct expenditure of public funds on religious schools — and
many private schools are religious schools — these
proposals attempt to use the tax code as the vehicle
rather than a direct appropriation. But we end up in
exactly the same place.
Advocates claim the purpose is to reduce disparities between well-off families and those who cannot
afford private school by funding scholarships for kids
from low- and middle-income families. But the proposal’s income eligibility threshold is so generous
that a full 72 percent of Kentucky kids would be eligible, including for instance, a child in a family of four
with $95,275 in income — 30 percent higher than the
median income for a family that size.
And because the proposal does not require scholarship recipients to have previously attended public
school, relatively well-off families whose children already attend private school without the state subsidy
will be able to benefit.
In addition to the state losing revenue needed for
public schools, school districts will lose state resources when students do switch from public to private schools. Though advocates claim public school
districts losing state per-pupil funding will offset it
through savings on “variable costs,” such students
will likely be spread out across schools and grade levels, making proportional reductions in classroom
costs very unlikely.
Letting special interests insert yet another tax
break into our tax code, and asking local districts to
make up the difference, is a habit legislators must
break.
Unlike the “fiscal impact statement” advocates
have distributed to legislators that claims net savings
from the proposal, the official fiscal note from the
state Legislative Research Commission (LRC) on a
nearly identical proposal from last year found that
the proposal would be extremely costly to the commonwealth. In the first year, the tax expenditure is
capped at $25 million, but each year that 90 percent
of the program is utilized, the cap will grow by 25 percent in the following year. That increase is extremely
likely to happen because “donors” can directly transfer public resources to private education at nearly no
cost to themselves, and sometimes even to their personal financial gain. The LRC predicted that in just a
few short years, the program would already cost the
state $50 million. Florida’s program has the same
growth provision, and costs have escalated to $874
million in FY 2019.
Why will there most certainly be enough “donations” to trigger program growth? At a 95- to-97cents return for every dollar donated up to $1 million
per donor, the credit is 19 times bigger than the state’s
charitable deduction for other kinds of giving. And
there’s even a way donors can turn a profit. Donors
could make money on the deal, for example, by contributing stocks at their appreciated value thereby
avoiding capital gains taxes — on top of the extremely generous state tax credit.
Instead of diverting public dollars to private
schools, legislators should redouble their efforts to
ensure the success of our public schools, our kids and
the future of our commonwealth.
Anna Baumann is the communications director
and a senior policy analyst at the Kentucky Center for
Economic Policy.
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Planned Parenthood not in ‘health’ business
An obsequious piece that ran on Feb. 2 on Planned
Parenthood getting a financial “boost” is revelatory.
The local chapter of the abortion conglomerate is
joining ranks with its northwest counterpart to finance its grisly business. While the article employs
common abortion euphemisms like “reproductive
justice” and “reproductive freedom,” what reporter
Andew Wolfson doesn’t say is revealing.
PP is not in the “health” business. Abortion is never healthy – injurious to the mother and deadly to her
child. The numbers absent from Wolfson’s article tell
the real story. In its 2017-18 Annual Report, Planned
Parenthood boasts having performed 332,727 abortions. Its adoption referrals, however, were a paltry
2,831. That is more than 117 abortions for every one
adoption referral. Planned Parenthood’s revenue was
$1.43 billion last year, of which over $563 million was
from the government, i.e., each and every taxpayer.
PP’s President Leana Wen has affirmed that abortion is PP’s “core mission.” This admission, along

with recent revelations by Virginia’
“abortion” should be permissible afte
York’s enactment of a law allowing ab
moment of birth reveal that the mantra
rare” has been replaced with “publicly
dant and profitable.”
It’s not about women’s health. Foll
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Let’s add a new federal holiday

Sen. Mitch McConnell railed agai
proposal to make Election Day a feder
concern truly is to avoid adding anothe
ple solution is to dump the no longer
lumbus Day and replace it with the firs
vember. Let’s call it Citizen’s Day or so
No increase in the number of federal
likely increase in participation in our e
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Green New Deal is front for D
Ryan Bourne
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Details of Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s longawaited Green New Deal have dropped. On Thursday,
alongside Sen. Ed Markey of Massachusetts, she
published a resolution and Q&A document that laid
out the aims and tools intended to transform the
United States into a zero net emissions economy.
At least, that’s how it was sold.
Delve into the text, and the climate change-curbing veneer amounts to a Trojan horse for a bigger nationalization of the economy than seen under President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The sponsors themselves
say their goal is the “massive transformation of our
society” in a progressive image, rather than simply
stopping global warming.
How else can one explain policies that include a
federal jobs guarantee, economic security for those
unable to work, provision of housing, free health
care, higher education for all and a family living
wage? Besides the plan’s calls for electrifying the
whole transport system and undertaking a crippling
federal financing of renewable energy over 10 years, it
reads like a wish list for socializing the economy.
It is hard to make a good faith critique of this plan,
because it features a nearly complete denial of tradeoffs or costs. This is surprising given that OcasioCortez herself has a degree in economics, for which
the study of trade-offs is the basis.
Take the environmental policy proposals, for example. Most Americans believe that climate change
is happening, is influenced by human activity and
has social costs. The idea that private action alone
cannot overcome this, and governments must act, is
a reasonable view. But even in some parallel universe
where it was possible to implement an agenda that
would replace the whole country’s energy supply
with government-financed renewables, refurbish every building to improve energy efficiency, eliminate
gas burning cars, build extensive high-speed rail and
cut the number of flights and cows to near zero, the
cost would be astronomical. Previous estimates from
Stanford engineers of meeting power demand
through clean, renewable zero-emission energy
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sources put capital costs at $14.6 trilli
costs, coupled with all the other env
grams, would therefore take up a hu
sources, effectively cutting vast privat
That’s why the resolution seeks to
as in World War II. If the nation can b
overwhelming social goal is counterin
threat of climate change at all costs, th
be willing to make sacrifices – be i
growth, fewer flights or less beef.
Yet it’s difficult to make that case
tack on a myriad of unrelated policies
According to the resolution, decarb
also be supported by a massive exp
spending. Ocasio-Cortez’s plan sugge
that we must take a hit today to ensu
Ocasio-Cortez subscribes to the vi
ments can apparently spend and spe
the only constraint being the capacity
Yet, even under the crank Modern M
model that recommends this, inflatio
sult from so much new government sp
By investing in inefficient energy s
ing labor and capital away from produ
economic capacity will shrink as we
outcome more likely.
Ordinarily, a pitch to put society on
adopt expensive power sources, restri
ity to fly and eat what they want, and r
new sums of money would be consid
bonkers. Yet Democratic presidential
cluding Sens. Kamala Harris, Elizabe
Kirsten Gillibrand, have endorsed this
Maybe they’ve noted that it’s eas
who disagree on climate policy as be
science itself. By tagging this a “Gr
Democrats can shift debate toward ra
positions, denouncing those who o
wanting to kill the planet itself.
Make no mistake, this green-paint
is filled with the biggest single govern
the United States has seen since the 1
Ryan Bourne is the R. Evan Scharf c
lic Understanding of Economics at th
You can follow him on Twitter: @MrR
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